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Since at least the landmark 1968 Latin American bishops' conference
at Medellin, research on religion has focused on pluralism. Much of it has
been conducted with reference (explicit or implicit) to liberation theology
and its prospects. The liberationist Catholic Church was itself a primary in
stance of pluralization in the religious arena. Then scholars began to explore
the diverse ways in which the faithful had responded to its initiatives.1 Fi
nally, evangelical growth led scholars to explain this denominational plu-

1. Of many possible examples, see Daniel Levine's contributions to Religion and Political
Conflict in Latin America, edited by Levine (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1986);
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ralism in comparison with the relatively "less successful" Popular Church,
as liberationist Catholicism came to be known.2

The seven works to be reviewed here focus on religious pluralism
from a variety of perspectives, often with reference to the Popular Church.
Most of the authors (Noone, Sherman, Machado, and Rodriguez) focus on
how religious worldviews affect other attitudes and behavior. Others
(Parker and Vasquez) contribute more to general understanding of the
sources of religious pluralism. Berryman looks at both issues. As a group,
they reveal the enormous complexity of religious belief in Latin America
but also suggest areas of convergence: some Catholics and evangelicals are
in certain ways becoming more similar. This fact itself will add to the diffi
culty of developing new theoretical frameworks in which to articulate the
sources and meaning of religious pluralism.

Religious Responses to Central America's Crisis

Central America in the 1970s was both the crucible and the toughest
test for the Popular Church. A generation of Catholics-pastoral workers
and laity-experienced the social and political crisis in Latin America as a
religious crisis as well, one that moved them to adopt a new liberationist
worldview and act on it. They created the Popular Church in Nicaragua, El
Salvador, and Guatemala, but as a growing number of studies point out,
they remained a minority within the Catholic Church, and their total num
bers were dwarfed by the expansion of evangelical Protestantism. Three
books focus on Central America and illuminate in various ways the inter
relationship between the regional crisis and the Popular Church.

The killing of four U.S. churchwomen in El Salvador on 2 December
1980 humanized the costs of a liberationist commitment for North Ameri
cans. Subsequent struggles to bring their killers to justice also publicized
U.S. involvement with the Salvadoran military and U.S. complicity in the
human rights abuses. The recently revised edition of The Same Fate as the
Poor (first published in 1985) reminds readers that U.S. citizens were also
involved in the conflict in solidarity work, the most significant and dan
gerous form of which was being in the presence of the poor.

The new afterword by Margaret Swedish updates readers on the af
termath of the negotiated settlement of the Salvadoran civil war as of 1994.
Appendices present the findings of the Truth Commission and the U.S. Sec-

and to his Popular Voices in Latin American Catholicism (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1992).

2. Examples include David Stoll, Is Latin America Turning Protestant? (Berkeley and Los An
geles: University of California Press, 1990); John Burdick, Looking for God in Brazil: The Pro
gressive Catholic Church in Urban Brazil's Religious Arena (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univer
sity of California Press, 1993); and Cecilia Mariz, Coping with Poverty: Pentecostals and
Christian Base Communities in Brazil (Philadelphia, Pa.: Temple University Press, 1994).
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retary of State's Panel on EI Salvador confirming senior military involve
ment in the killings and the cover-up.3 Judith Noone's account of the lives
of Maura Clark, Ita Ford, and Carol Piette remains valuable for its insight
into the experiences that led many pastoral workers to, in Phillip Berry
man's words, "become more committed and to come to the point where
they were willing to wager their lives for the sake of a more just society"
(p. 13).4 Noone does not romanticize these women's lives. The most mem
orable thing about the three is their differences and foibles. One could be
overbearing; another had to overcome meekness; all of them hesitated,
struggled with their decisions, and constantly reflected on the demands of
their faith in the contexts of poverty and oppression in Chile, Nicaragua,
and finally EI Salvador. Noone demonstrates that the journey was always
one of faith-not from faith to politics-even when they risked their lives
in the conflict-ridden zones of EI Salvador.

Berryman too emphasizes the centrality of faith to politics and
stresses that liberation theology in Central America was always funda
mentally about faith. As Anna Peterson has shown recently, that faith was
crucial to the birth of resistance and revolutionary movements in EI Sal
vador. Peterson echoes Daniel Levine in claiming, "The most successful so
cial movements do not reject religion and 'disenchant' the world but rather
enlarge religious worldviews and values to confront contemporary politi
cal challenges."5

This assessment was indisputably true for many ordinary Christians
in EI Salvador and elsewhere, yet as Berryman points out in Stubborn Hope:
Religion, Politics, and Revolution in Central America, 73 percent of Salvadorans
believed that a Christian could not support the guerrillas (p. 204). They stand
in contrast to Peterson's respondents and those described in other recent
studies that have focused on the dynamic of liberationist religio-political
action. Berryman grapples with the issue of why the liberationist Church
inspired courageous commitment on the part of an important minority,
while so many others in the same context of oppression chose avowedly
apolitical evangelicalism or charismatic Catholicism, or even viewed their
religious faith as requiring opposition to radical change, as did Nicaragua's
Catholic hierarchy.6

3. Recent statements by members of the Guardia Nacional convicted of the killings ac
knowledged the Truth Commission's finding that they acted on the orders of senior officers.
See "Newsbriefs," NACLA Report on the Americas 31, no. 6 (May-June 1998):2.

4. Maura Clark and Ita Ford were killed by the Guardia Nacional. Carol Piette drowned in
September 1980. The other two women killed in December 1980 were Jean Donovan, a lay
missioner, and Ursuline sister Dorothy Kazel.

5. Anna Peterson, Martyrdom and the Politics of Religion: Progressive Catholicism ill EI Sal
vador's Civil War (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996), 179.

6. Berryman makes an important contribution in considering the growing charismatic
Catholic movement.
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Berryman's sensitive yet evenhanded account of the Popular
Church in Central America highlights without overstatement its often crit
ical role in these struggles. He describes the roles of both conservatives and
liberationists in the region's politics and never reduces either side's motives
to politics or religion, seeing them instead as interconnected for all parties.
Berryman thus reconfirms the ongoing importance of religious legitima
tion for politics of all sorts throughout Latin America. The historical chap
ters also provide a compelling analysis of the way that contextual factors in
each of the three countries-Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Guatemala
shaped the Catholic Church's varying responses to the crisis.

Berryman joins the pastoral workers he interviewed in reflecting on
why the Popular Church achieved intensive but not extensive mobiliza
tion. Comparing them with evangelicals, Berryman concludes overall that
liberationists mistakenly conflated the views of highly committed activists
with the views of "the people" as a whole. In contr~st, the evangelicals'
apolitical religious orientation may have been more in keeping with the ac
tual spiritual needs and religious practices of most lay Catholics.

Yet the evangelicals' numerical strength does not necessarily spell
the end for liberationist religion. Although many of the evangelicals Berry
man spoke with seemed determinedly apolitical or conservative, others, es
pecially from the so-called mainline Protestant churches, are creating a re
ligious option to "enter history" in a variety of ways. At the same time,
liberationists are rethinking their pastoral approaches and reaching out in
new ways that may be more attuned to the spiritual needs of most poor
Catholics. In the future, he believes, both Protestant and Catholic theolo
gians may play crucial roles in keeping utopian hope alive for a more dem
ocratic and just society in the face of the globalization threat of "Big Mac
democracy" and "savage capitalism" (pp. 229-31).

Amy Sherman's hope is that Protestantism will make Guatemalans
better suited for democracy and capitalist development. For The Soul of De
velopment: Biblical Christianity and Economic Transformation in Guatemala, she
conducted a large-scale survey to verify whether the evangelical world
view was conducive to capitalism.7 She concludes that the premodern, syn
cretic Mayan religious worldview of "cristo-pagans" is inimical to capital
ist development. The further one's religious worldviews are from
cristo-paganism, the more economic success one seems to achieve. Evan
gelicals and also orthodox Catholics (those who reject Mayan beliefs most
decisively) are most likely to succeed.R More important, Sherman identifies

7. Sherman hopes to provide empirical support for David Martin's earlier conclusions in
Tongues of Fire: The Explosion of Protestantism in Latin America (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990).

8. Included in this group are charismatic Catholics, whom Sherman perhaps unfairly calls
"hidden converts."
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a significant group of syncretic evangelicals whose faith resembles folk
Catholicism. Syncretic evangelicals and folk Catholics alike are more suc
cessful economically than cristo-pagans, but less so than orthodox evan
gelicals or Catholics.

The finding that orthodoxy and syncretism cross denominations is
especially significant evidence that the pluralism noted in studies of
Catholicism extends also to "conversion religions." Like Catholicism, evan
gelicalism appears to be a source of multifaceted religious symbols that the
faithful reinterpret and act on in a variety of ways. If Sherman's findings of
evangelical diversity are accurate, future studies will need to focus more on
religious worldview-on faith-and less on religious affiliation. The com
monly used dividing line between Catholics and evangelicals or even the
division of evangelicals along denominational lines will no longer en
lighten observers much about the political, social, or economic impact of re
ligion-if indeed it ever did.

Sherman's interpretation of the meaning of this pluralism for eco
nomic development and democratic politics is on weaker ground, how
ever. Her indicator of orthodoxy correlates with other characteristics that
also predict economic success: speaking Spanish, literacy, education, and
ladino ethnicity. At times, she seems to imply that religious conversion is
the source of these characteristics, yet her survey does not demonstrate
such causality. It is not only possible but likely that more literate and more
educated Spanish-speaking ladinos are more orthodox. It should be rela
tively easy to establish whether orthodox women's education reflects the
status gained by conversion, as Sherman asserts, or whether it indicates
that more educated women are attracted to more orthodox religious world
views. Sherman does not disentangle the variables sufficiently to do so in
The Soul of Development, however.

Sherman also takes pains to portray evangelicals as bearers of demo
cratic values. She is right that they have often been erroneously tarred as
apolitical or authoritarian, a point others confirm as well. Sherman is also
correct that the political views of Guatemala's evangelical community
shoul~ not be conflated with the actions of its evangelical presidents, no
tably former military ruler Efrain Rios Montt.9 But when Sherman tries to
salvage Rios Montt's democratic credentials by arguing that he supports the
basic principle of democracy-the rule of law-she betrays a disconcerting
credulity about a man who ruthlessly disregarded the law and basic human
rights during his bloody tenure. Moreover, her definition of democracy is
too limited: respect for law is crucial to the functioning of all kinds of poli
ties. What distinguishes democracy is how laws are made and legitimized.

Most students of religion share Sherman's belief that religion shapes

9. Jorge Serrano, who attempted an auto-golpe in 1993, is also an evangelical.
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the way that individuals behave politically and economically. That is why
changes in religious worldviews are important. Sherman carries her argu
ment regarding religion's impact on "modernization" further than most,
however, and in so doing risks ignoring contextual factors. Io Some of her
own examples suggest that individuals pursue education and other skills
as these become economically practical, not just for religious reasons. For
example, in the many circumstances in Guatemala that leave little hope for
indigenous Guatemalans to profit from "capitalism," they may be unlikely
to pursue the needed skills regardless of religion (pp. 119-20). Do "cristo
pagans" reject orthodox religion and adaptation to the market because they
misunderstand capitalism, as Sherman asserts, or because they understand
all too well how a capitalist economy functions, with a handful at the top
controling wealth and land (p. 15)? In contrast to Sherman, Cristian Parker
and Manuel Vasquez argue that the uneven impact of global capital ac
counts for the differing religious choices of those facing different economic
options.

Religion and Globalization

Parker's Popular Religion and Modernization in Latin America: A Dif
ferent Logic is largely theoretical, but he marshals statistical evidence to sup
port his claim that Latin America remains a highly religious, even highly
Christian region despite the evident religious pluralization. Popular reli
gion remains vital, but it is harder than ever to say what popular religion is.
At this point, it encompasses such diverse categories as "rational popular
Catholics," "renewed traditional Catholics," and "renewed popular
Catholics" Oiberationists), as well as evangelicals and other smaller groups
(pp. 138-39).

Parker attributes this pluralization to dependent development's
highly fragmented class system, which produces heterogeneous religious
worldviews corresponding roughly to class position. ll The wealthy few be
come secularized. Popular groups exposed to rationality and renewal of the
Catholic Church combine faith and reason in liberation theology. Those fur
ther removed from "rationalizing institutions" and from the socioeconomic
mainstream try to access supernatural powers through folk Catholicism or
Pentecostalism to fulfill needs unmet by society, like matters of health (p. 74).

Despite this heterogeneity, Parker envisions popular religion overall
as a counterculture whose unifying theme is resistance to the negative im
pacts of modernity. It is neither premodern nor postmodern but simultane
ously coexists with and critiques modernity (p. 115). The diversity of pop-

10. Sherman's framework is based on traditional cultural modernization theory, but other
works reviewed here also ask at times whether religious views are "modernizing."

11. Berryman and others have noted class affinities among different evangelical groups.
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ular religion typifies Latin American syncretism and is irreversible. Yet it
contains a core of unifying, counterhegemonic values-ecologism, holism,
maternalism-that could make it 'a source of democratization and resis
tance to "savage capitalism." This outcome is not inevitable, however.
Parker shares Berryman's concern for finding ways to revitalize social
movements based on religion by making them resonate with a broader
spectrum of popular religion.

Parker's theorizing in Popular Religion and Modernization in Latin
America is innovative, and he reconfirms general awareness that religious
pluralism in Latin America extends beyond the diversification of denomi
national affiliation. His evidence on the persistence and pluralization of
popular religion is persuasive, but his argument about its core values re
mains abstract. Moreover, although Parker's claim of a rough correspon
dence between religiosity and class position is plausible, one finds little to
substantiate it and wonders if it can be sustained without succumbing to
determinism. Still, Parker's fresh approach deserves empirical studies to
follow up on his innovations.

Manuel Vasquez's The Brazilian Popular Church and the Crisis of
Modernity sets the agenda for future research along similar lines. Like
Parker, Vasquez wants to understand how the crisis of modernity-the
combined impact of transnational capitalism and the local persistence of
premodern economic forms and patrimonialism-is affecting popular reli
giosity. His book is richer, however, for its specific contention that this cri
sis is largely responsible for the inability of the Brazilian Popular Church to
sustain and expand participation.

Vasquez's thesis is that neoliberal reforms and redemocratization
produced socioeconomic conditions in Brazil that rendered the liberationist
project less viable. That project was modern in emphasizing the possibility
of individual action in history to achieve intrahistorical transcendence. But
the economic crisis of the 1980s and the return to democracy in a context that
perpetuated patrimonialism rendered the poor less able to act historically,
particularly in the class-based social movements posited by the Popular
Church. Instead, the poor have faced conditions of uncertainty and exclu
sion from the political institutions that might help them with problems of
health, education, and employment. In this context, Pentecostalism's em
phasis on religious transcendence and divine healing when combined with
a resort to patrimonial politics proved better adapted to their circumstances.

Vasquez's lucid and compelling application of the themes of global
ization to religion in Latin America presents a comprehensive and highly
nuanced approach to understanding the relative decline of the Popular
Church. Vasquez rejects the standard progressive and conservative expla
nations as well as the dichotomization that characterizes the Popular Church
as secularizing and Pentecostals as sacralizing. Instead, he looks at the im
pact of the crisis of modernity while recognizing the importance of institu-
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tional politics of the Catholic Church. Sympathetic to the liberationist proj
ect, he concludes by reflecting on how it might be salvaged in the face of an
increasingly diverse popular class. While consciousness-raising grupos pe
quenos will work for some, the Popular Church must also come to terms
with the need to provide immediate relief for problems and the desire of
many poor people for otherworldly transcendence. The Popular Church
may never revolutionize, but it could help the poor to find survival strate
gies that are democratizing in going beyond merely utilizing the current
structures of patrimonial politics (p. 274).

Vasquez reserves his harshest criticism in The Brazilian Popular
Church for what he calls the "unreflexive celebration of the micro," studies
that attempt to represent "popular voices" without considering how these
are affected by larger sociopolitical processes (p. 229). Yet his own case
study shows that even before the crisis, members of comunidades eclesiais de
base (CEBs) differed significantly in their relationship to the divine and to
the Popular Church. This finding does not invalidate the search for overall
explanatory patterns, but it suggests that in any attempt to explain reli
gious phenomena, scholars must also be sensitive to differing individual
religious psychologies regardless of external circumstances. The question
might be how circumstances lead individuals to channel their varying reli
giosity. Such a formulation overcomes the potentially depoliticizing impact
of the observation that "everybody is different," while recognizing the dif
ficulties of targeting pastoral, religious, or consciousness-raising strategies
at even subgroups of "the poor."

Religion, Gender, and Family

Vasquez recommends that the Popular Church reconsider its strate
gies by paying greater attention to the conditions of poor women, the core
members of many CEBs who were hurt most by the socioeconomic crisis of
the 1980s. Could the Catholic Church learn something in this regard from
Pentecostals? Maria das Dores Campos Machado takes up the issue of how
charismatic Catholicism and Pentecostalism help Brazilian women to make
sense of contemporary anxieties regarding changing gender roles. Like
Parker and Vasquez, she perceives Pentecostalism and charismatic Catholi
cism as simultaneously sacralizing and modernizing, with unintended
consequences for patriarchal gender roles.

Machado's Carismaticos e pentecostais: Adesiio reIigiosa na esfera fami
liar is particularly important in considering the underresearched Charis
matic Catholic Renewal. 12 Because charismatics are more middle-class than

12. Berryman and Sherman also highlight the increasing significance of charismatic
Catholics.
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Pentecostals, she divided her respondents not only by religion but by class,
generating interesting insights into the way the same religious affiliation
differs across classes. Machado also interviewed both men and women and
considered their partners' religion. This approach enables her to demon
strate differences in male-female conversion patterns as well as to show the
tensions inherent when only the woman converts (particularly to Pente
costalism). Earlier studies concluded that many women convert in order to
gain "peace in the home." Machado suggests that lone conversions gain
this end by changing the woman's behavior. Changing the family ethos re
quires joint conversion, but this pattern is not the norm.

Carismdticos e pentecostais provides a series of provocative insights
into the unintended "modernizing consequences" of religious conversion,
such as Pentecostalism's acceptance of birth control, and the specific cir
cumstances under which these occur. Although her sample of interviewees
was small, it was chosen carefully and her conclusions are persuasive. Fu
ture research might profitably examine her conclusions on a larger scale.

In Our Lady of Guadalupe: Faith and Empowerment among Mexican
American Women, Jeanette Rodriguez asks how religion, specifically devo
tion to Our Lady of Guadalupe, helps Mexican-American women cope
with the tensions inherent in their ''borderland'' situation. A theologian,
Rodriguez surveyed twenty women to begin reflecting on their lived real
ity. As she admits, this approach is statistically a "pre-test" with little va
lidity, but it is of some interest because of the paucity of data on women's
religiosity.

Surprisingly, the survey reveals little connection on the part of these
women with Our Lady, perhaps because it focused on "official" religious
practice while her worship is more "popular." As a result, Rodriguez bases
much of her theological argument about Our Lady's empowering and lib
erating potential on interviews. This theological argument and its pastoral
implications are persuasively presented in a final chapter. At times, how
ever, Rodriguez also seems to make claims about Our Lady's actual sym
bolic meaning in the interviewees' lives that the data support only weakly.
In light of the survey results and small sample size, social scientists will be
unpersuaded at times by her inferences and wish to see the interview in
formation presented more systematically. Rodriguez's work is not a social
science inquiry, however. And despite its methodological shortcomings
from that perspective, she deserves credit for her attempt-unusual even
within liberation theology-to begin theologizing from an empirical
grounding in the worldview of her "subjects." Rodriguez's contribution is
her reconceptualization of Our Lady of Guadalupe and the pastoral inno
vations that it may inspire.
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Conclusions

This group of books reveals the dilemma that will continue to face
researchers on religion and society: how do we recognize and affirm the
enormous complexity, the near individuality of popular religious belief and
expression and yet make sense of overall patterns? Some answers seem
clear. Given the convergence that Berryman, Sherman, Machado, Vasquez,
and Parker perceive in different ways, future research must recognize intra
evangelical pluralism much as we do intra-Catholic pluralism. One way to
do so would be to focus on religious worldview or personality, as distinct
from denominational affiliation or behavior, as a factor in changing attitudes
and behavior. Such an approach might help explain the varied ways in which
the religious worldviews of Latin America's poor lead them to respond eco
nomically and politically to globalization or to changing gender roles.

A more contentious agenda is set by Vasquez and Parker. Recent ex
planations for the availability of various religious options and receptivity
to them have tended to focus on "the middle range": institutional factors,
community formation, demographic variables, and the interaction of all
three. Parker and Vasquez ambitiously frame pluralization in terms of the
impact of contemporary capitalism and the diverse class-related religious
responses that it generates. Despite their obvious sensitivity to recognizing
the autonomy of religious belief, some readers will consider these analyses
as functionalist. Those who would carry Vasquez and Parker's research
agenda forward must exercise care to avoid reducing religious belief to
class position.

Many authors here-Vasquez, Berryman, Parker, Rodriguez-share
a concern for reaffirming and revitalizing the religious basis of social move
ments. Perhaps the most fruitful path for research and for those who would
encourage religious sources of social change is to view the broad dynamic
of globalization interacting with the personal religiosity described here. Fu
ture research can verify whether diverse class groups respond to "the crisis
of modernity" in broadly similar ways. Yet the individuality of religious
faith is likely to temper any such findings and deserves theoretical as well
as practical recognition.
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Editors
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·Co aln i_
ByT()~ Mendoza
In 1996, Cuban exile Tony Mendoza returned for his
first visit to Cuba since 1960, when he emigrated
with his family at age eighteen. In this book, he pre-
ents over eighty evocative photographs from that

journey, accompanied by a beautifully written text
that mingles the voices of many Cubans with his
own. Together they offer a compelling portrait of a
resilient people awaiting the inevitable passing of the
socialist system that has failed them. At the same
time, this book is an eloquent record of a personal
pilgrimage back in time and memory that will reso
nate with viewers and readers both within and be
yond the Cuban American community.
8 1/4 x 8 1/2 in., 155 pp., duotone photos
$22.95 paperback, $50.00 hardcover

Cesar A. artfnez
ARetrospective
ByJacinto Quirarte and
Carey Clements Rote
Introduction byWilliam J. Chiego
Cesar A. MartInez has long been recognized as one
of the most important figures of the Chicano art
movement in Texas and the United States. This
book, which served a the catalog for a retrospective
at the Mc ay Art Museum, surveys twenty-five years
of the artist's work, from his first widely exhibited
works of the mid-1970s through the present. All of
the artist's principal thematic groups are included.
The catalog also includes an essay by Dr. Carey Rote
and an interview with the artist by Dr. J~cinto A.
Quirarte, plus a chronology, an exhibitions history,
and a bibliogra?hy.
Distributed for the Marion Koogler Mc ay
Art Museum, San Antonio
8 1/2 x 11 in., 108 pp., color and b&w ill us.
$29.95 paperback

IRe ••iIlIG n u
ByMan~~IPeDft . ...../
The.Mexican American orque$ta emergedhistort-
cally as a powerful artistic vehicle for the expression
ofwhat Manuel Pefia calls the '(dialectic ofconflict."
In this book, he traces the evolution of the orquesta in
the Southwe t from its beginnings in the nineteenth
century through its pinnacle in the 19708 and its de
cline since the 1980s. Pena embeds the development
of the orque ta within a historical~materialist matrix.
to achieve the optimal balance between description
and interpretation. Rich in ethnographic detail and
boldly analytical, his book is the first in-depth study of
this important but neglected field of artistic culture.
364 pp., b&w photos, musical scores
$19.95 paperback, $45.00 hardcover

Cantos paralelos
La parodkL pldstica en el arte ar8entino
contemporaneo /VlSUlll Paro~ In
ContemporaryArgentineanATt
By Marl Cannen Ramirez, with essays by
Marcelo E. Pacheco andAndrea Giunta
This Spanish/English bilingual catalog and the travel
ing exhibition it accompanies examine the work of
nine Argentinean artists whose iconoclastic produc
tion can be seen as finding a common ground in the
critical recourse of parody. The exhibit and the cata
log represent the first attempt to bring together this
heterogeneous group of artists while simultaneously
investigating the formal and conceptual affinities that
link their artistic production. Featured artists are An
tonio Berni, Jorge de la Vega, Vfctor Grippo, Pablo
Suarez, Alberto Heredia, Juan Carlos Distefano,
Leon Ferrari, Ruben Santantonin, and Luis Fernando
Benedit.
Distributed for the Jack S. Blanton Museum
ofArt at the University ofTexas at Austin and
the Fondo acional de {as Artes, Argentina
9 x 12 in., 312 pp., color plates, b&w illus.
$50.00 paperback

y UniversitY of Texas Press 800-252-3206
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Mexico, 1580;..1750 . ;
ByElisa SampsonVemTudela
This interdisciplinary book explores how writingby
and about colonial religious. women changed as Span
ish institutions and cultural practice came in contact
with indigenous American outlooks and ways of life.
The author investigates such topics as the relationship
between hagiography and travel narratives1 male v~-
sions of the feminine that emerge from the reworkmg
of a nun's letters to her confessor into a hagiography,
the discourse surrounding a convent's trial for heresy
by the Inquisition, and the reports of Spanish priests
who ministered to noble Indian women. This inquiry
illuminates the role that gender played in imposing
the Spanish empire in Mexico.
224 pp.
$16.95 paperback, $30.00 hardcover

The authoritative handbook for writers
editors, translators, students, and scholars
The riter's Relerence
Guide 10 Spanish
By David William Foster, DanielAltamiranda,
and Cannen de Urioste
Writers and editors of Spanish have long needed an
authoritative guide to written language usage, similar
to The MIA Style Manual and The Chicago Manual
ofStyle. And here it is! This reference guide provides
comprehensive information on how the Spanish lan
guage is copyedited for publication. The book covers
these major areas: language basics, language conven
tions, bibliographic format, Spanish language forms
of classical authors' names, literary and grammatical
terminology, linguistic terminology, biblical names
and allusions, and a dictionary of grammatical doubts.
284 pp.
$16.95 paperback, $35.00 hardcover

Handbao ollalin American
Studies, Volume 56
Humanities
Dolores Moyano Martin, Editor
~ Sue Mundell, &sistant Editor
Compiled by the Hispanic Division of the Li
brary of Congress and annotated by a corps of
more than 130 specialists in various disciplines,
the Handbook annotates works on Mexico, Cen
tral America, the Caribbean and the Guianas,
Spanish South America, and Brazil, as well as
materials covering Latin America as a whole. The
subject categories for Volume 56 are electronic
resources for the humanities, art, history (includ
ing ethnohistory), literature (including transla
tions from the Spanish and Portuguese),
philosophy: Latin American thought, and music.
951 pp.
$85.00 hardcover

I At bookrtoyu) OY Yeljuut OUY Cbmpkte-www.utexas.edu utpress Latm AmerUa.n, rtuatu cMaJoJ'
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TTlrttnr"'tr-·I-A..... ,,1 records: the~J\2jte(~ armals andcaJrto
ElaDlUC llJlSIOnes and the Mixtec SCI1eerrtolds .and

She focuses her analysis on the kinds of sto
ries told in the histories and on how the manuscripts
work pictorially to encode, organize, and preserve
these narratives. This twofold investigation broadens
our understanding of how p,.reconquest Mexicans
used pictographic history for political and social
ends.
81/2 x 11 in., 336 pp., b&w iIIus.
$55.00 hardcover

Inca MJlhs
By Gary Urton
Inca Myths begins with an introduction to the land
and people of the Andes and reviews the sources of
our current knowledge of Inca mythology. Gary
Urton then recounts various creation myths, includ
ing a selection from various ethnic groups and re
gions around the empire. Finally, he draws upon his
extensive knowledge of the history and ethnography
of the Incas to illuminate the nature and relation
ships of myth and history.
Legendary Past Series
80 pp., b&w illus., maps
$12.95 paperback

missionary; Antonio (lFather
Texas"; and twelve other prominent military, civil,
and religious officials. The authors also devote a
chapter to the women of Spanish Te~as, including
Marfa de Agreda, the venerated llLady in Blue."
376 pp., b&w iIIus., maps
$17.95 paperback, $40.00 hardcover

COoperation and Communnv
Economy and Society in Oaxaca
ByJeffrey H. Cohen
Based on fieldwork in the Zapotec-speaking Santa
Ana del Valle community between 1992 and 1996,
Cohen describes continuities in the Santafieros' tra
ditional cooperative and reciprocal relationships, as
well as changes resulting from transnational migra
tion, tourism, increasing educational opportunities,
and improved communications. His nuanced por
trayal of the benefits and burdens of cooperation is
buttressed by the words of many villagers who ex
plain why and how they participate - or not - in re
ciprocal family and community networks. This rich
ethnographic material offers a working definition of
community created in and through cooperative
relationships.
232 pp., b&w photos, maps

paper ac , ar cover

y University Of Texas Press 800-252-3206
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.~::'it<C_;;:/Y. .•.....r .~··II·"
,~POlitlCli6i.~~"ByGilbert G. Gonzalez ..
Chicano history, from the early decades of the twenti
eth century up to the present1 cannot be explained
without reference to the determined interventions of
the Mexican government, asserts Gilbert G. Gonzalez.
In this pathfinding study, he offers convincing evi
dence that exico aimed at nothing less than develop
ing a loyal and politically dependent emigrant
community among Mexican Americans, which would
serve and replicate Mexico's political and economic
subordination to the United States. Gonzalez centers
his study around four major agricultural workers'
strikes in Depression-era California.
301 pp., b&w photos
$19.95 paperback, $40.00 hardcover

IdenliUes on the Move
'1tansnational Processes in North America and
the Caribbean Basin
Edited by Liliana R Goldin
This valuable collection assembles essays by leading
experts on transnationalism, highlighting emerging
trends in this newly developed field. The contributions
focus on the construction of transnational identities
and how these identities form and change in the con
text of processes of migration and displacement. The
book addresses the ways in which nations and states
frame identity formation through labels, politics of ex
ception, and racialization. The strength of this collec
tion is its interdisciplinary and multi-methodological
perspective, which permits the student of transnational
processes to access diverse constructs through multiple
a!:Jgles.
IMS Studies on Culture and Society Series,
Distributed for the Institute for
Mesoamerican Studies, SUNYAlbany
250 pp.
$25.00 paperback

AGuide to the carnivores 01 Central
Allerica
By Carlos L. de la Rosa and
Claudia C. ocke
Here is one of the first field guides dedicated to
the carnivores of Central America. It describes
the four indigenous families - wild cats, rac
coons and their relatives, skunks and their rela
tives, and wild canids - and their individual
species that live in the region. The authors intro
duce each species by recounting a first-person
encounter with it, followed by concise explana
tions of its taxonomy, scientific name, English
and Spanish common names, habitat, natural
history, and conservation status. Range maps
show the animal's past and current distribution,
while black-and-white drawings portray it
visually.
7 x 10 in., 272 pp., b&w drawings, maps
$27.95 paperback, $50.00 hardcover

www.utexas.edu/utpress At bbbkrtbYMJ bY YlUfuut bUY COmplete
Latm Auuriuut- rtudief cataUJJ.
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Of Things
of the Indies
Essays Old and
New in Early
Latin American
History

JAM ES
LOCKHART

$22.95 paper
$60.00 cloth

Peasants Against
Globalization
Rural Social
Movements
in Costa Rica

MA RC
EDELMAN

$22.95 paper
$55.00 cloth

Wealth
and Power
in Provincial
Mexico
Michoacan from
the Late Colony
to the Revolution

MARGARET
CHOWNING

$60.00 cloth

NOW IN PAPERBACK

Magistrates
of the Sacred
Priests and
Parishioners in
Eighteenth
Century Mexico

WILLIAM B.
TAYLOR
Bryce Wood Book Award
Albert J. Beveridge Award
Herbert Eugene Bolton Memorial
Prize

$34.95 paper
$75.00 cloth

Deepening
Democracy?
The Modern
Left and Social
Movements in
Chile and Peru

Las Derechas
The Extreme
Right in
Argentina,
Brazil, and Chile,
1890-1939

SANDRA
MCGEE
DEUTSCH

$60.00 cloth

Rethinking Party
Systems in the
Third Wave
of Democratization
The Case of Brazil

SCOTT P.
MAINWARING

$22.95 paper
$60.00 cloth

KENNETH M.
ROBERTS

$19.95 paper
$55.00 cloth

The Heart
Is Unknown
Country
Love in the
Changing
Economy
of Northeast
Brazil

L.A. REBHUN

$45.00 cloth

Citizen Emperor
Pedro II and the
Making of Brazil,
1825-1891

RODERICK J.
BARMAN

$55.00 cloth

Intimate Ironies
Modernity and
the Making of
Middle-Class
Lives in Brazil

BRIAN P.
OWENSBY

$45.00 cloth
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Visit our Web site for more
information on books published
by Stanford University Press.Republic The Street

of Capital Is My Home
Buenos Aires Youth and
and the Legal Violence
Transformation of in Caracas
the Atlantic World

Public Lives,
Private Secrets
Gender, HOno.1~
Sexuality, and
I/legitimacy in
Colonial Spanish
America

ANN TWINAM

$60.00 cloth

Comparative
Peace Processes
in Latin America
Edited by
CYNTHIA J.
ARNSON
Co-published with the
Woodrow Wilson

Strategic Balance
and Confidence
Building
Measures
in the Americas
Edited by
JOSEPH S.
TULCHIN AND
FRANCISCO
ROJAS
ARAVENA
Co-published with the
Woodrow Wilson Center
Press

$18.95 paper

$49.50 cloth

JEREMY
ADELMAN

$55.00 cloth

Fruitless Trees
Portuguese
Conservation
and Brazil's
Colonial Timber

SHAWN
WILLIAM
MILLER

$55.00 cloth

PATRICIA
MARQUEZ

$45.00 cloth

"The Stanford University Press site is superbly designed."
- The Journal of Electronic Publishing
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OXFORD
,\'01/1 ;11 (lIlClI' fditioll!

POLITICS IN MEXICO
The Decline of Authoritarianism
71zird hditiOIl
Roderic Ai Camp. C/I/l"flIlO/lt .\1(/(0111<1 Colh:~('
I l)l)l) 2HH pp.; 1 tlgure
pJper $21.<)S

COLONIAL LIVES
Documents on Latin American
History, 1550-1850
Edited by Richard Boyer and Geoffrey Spurling.
both at Sill/Oil f-"r,l.'icr l'lIil'crsity
1<)<)<) J()H pp.; 3 maps &. 11 illus.
paper $22.<)5/ cloth $4<).<)5

;\'CI/I edit;oll.'

TALONS OF THE EAGLE
Dynamics of U.S.-Latin American
Relations
Sccond 1.::ditiOIl
Peter H. Smith, UlliI1t'rsit}' 4 Cll/{fi)fllill, Sail [)it;~o
1<)l)<) 432 pp.; H fIgures
papL'r $24.<)5/ cloth $4<).l)5

PERU
Society and Nationhood in the
Andes
Peter Flinddl Klan~~n. '1111' Gco~~c Hlcu!Jill,l?tol/
l.Jllil't'rsit}'

1<)<)l) 464 pp.; 15 illus; () maps; 1 graph;
&. 6 tables
paper $26.<)5/ cloth S55.()()

BRAZIL
Five Centuries of Change
Thomas E. Skidmore, Hroll'll (il/i/lcrsit)'
Il)<)l) 272 pp.; J graphs, 4 maps
papcr S22.<)5/ cloth SJO.(H)

.\"orl' ill ,11IC/llcditiol/!

CENTRAL AMERICA
A Nation Divided
Third Revised Edition
R,llph Lce Woodward. Jr.. 'lill,lIIc l '//il'<'rsit}'
I l)l)l) 44H pp.; 2 figurcs. (1 nups
paper S22. l)5

LATIN AMERICA AND THE
UNITED STATES
A Documentary History
Edited by Rohert H. Iiolden, Old DOII/il/io//

{,~I/il't'rsit}', Vi~l?il/i(l and, Eric /.olo\', Frwlk/il/ ,lIId

.\lars/wl! Colh:l?f
February 2()O() JM~ pp.; 2 illus.
paper S24.<)5/ cloth S4<).<)5

COLONIAL LATIN AMERICA
71zird Editio1l
Mark A. Burkholder, l ;'//il'C1'sit}' 4,Hisso/lri, St. L'l/lis,

and Lyman L.Johnson, t'l/illersit}' 4.\'ortlz C(l ro lil/a ,

Charlotte
1<)l)7 3H4 pp.; 32 fIgures, 31 photos, 5 maps
paper S24.<)5/ cloth $57.<)5

Sflll fditiol/!

THE CUBAN REVOLUTION
Origins, Course, and Legacy
Sccond Editioll
Marifeli Pl.-rez-Stable, SUNY Co!l(:l?C at Old 1'~~'stlJUr}'
1<)<)H 2HH pp.
paper S21.<)5

Bestselling Texts trolll
()xford U niversi ty Press

;\'CIll cditiol/!

THE COURSE OF MEXICAN
HISTORY
Sixth Edition
Michael C. Meyer, (.'I/il'crsit)' <!fAri.:-o/w, the
latc William L. Sherman, l .:lIiIJt'rsit}' 4

i\"clmlska, UI/coll/, and Susan M. Deeds,
:\:<>rt!JCnI Ari':-OIIll ( i/lil't'rsit)'

1<)9H 744 1'1'.; 2() 1 photos, illus .. and maps
p;lpl'r S34. l)S/ cloth S5H.()()

.\'CII' j;·ditiol/.'

MODERN LATIN AMERICA
Fourth Edition
Tholll;lS E. Skidmore. BrOlll1l l ·/lil'l'rsit)'. and
Pcter H. Smith, ( '/li"<'1"sl/)' l!( (:IJ!(t;lm;,I, Sa/l

I)il:~(l

)l)l)7 ·~HlI pp.; 44 illus .. 4 Ill.lpS
paper S27. l )5

l() requt'st ;\n t'xaJllination copy. \\'ritl' on school letterhead gl\'ing courst' namt'. expected CIlrOlllllt'lH.
and your deCIsion d,He to (:ollege S.lles (:oordinator ,n thc addn:\s helm\':

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 198 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK, NY 10016
'!() ordt'l' .my hook hy credit card. call toll-tree I-H()( )--l51-755(1.

Prices ;lIJd puhlicatlon d.ltcs .Ire suhjcct to ch.lIlge.
PLEASE VISIT OUR WORLD WIDE WEB SITE AT: http://www.oup.cOIn
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LYNNE RIE;~ER PUBLISHERS
DEMOCRACY IN LATIN AMERICA

Inventing Local Defllocracy:
Grassroots Politics in Brazil

Rebecca Neaera Abers
"A giant leap forward in [the] analysis of grassroots participation

in democratic governance. It is also a riveting read. "
-Margaret Keck • hc $59.95

NEW-2ND EDITION!

DefllOCracy in
Developing Countries:
Latin Atnerica

edited by
Larry Diamond,
Jonathan Hartlyn,
JuanJ. Linz, and
Seymour Martin

_1Ii."ll."''T"",,''_ Lipset

Praise/or
the 1 st edition:

"A thoughtful" well-constructed
"volume. - Peter Flynn

"This first-rate volume renews
with academic rigor the search for
coherence in the field of compara
tive politics" and it provides an
analytical survey of current Latin
American politics. Both tasks are
furthered by clear writing and
full citation."-Choice

pb $24.50

1998ArthurP. Whitaker Prize Winnerl

Building
DefllOCracy
in Latin
Atnerica
John Peeler

"ThO 0IS IS a very
good book....
[It] will probably stand for some
time as the best introduction to

, Latin America"s com~lex experi
ence with democracy. '
-Political Science Quarterly

"This is an excellent general
introduction to the comparative
politics of democratization in the
region., interwoven with an intelli
gent and lucid discussion of democ
ratic theory."-Journal of
Interamerican Studies and World
Affairs

pb $19.95

I CELEBRATING 16 YEARS OF INDEPENDENT PUBLISHING
18003011 f SIRI [r • I)OlJl [)fR CO 80301 • rFI(03)++-H)68-l • fAX (03)++-1--0824 • www.rietulcr.com
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Dispatches from the Mexican War
By George Wilkins Kendall
Kendall wrote vividly from Mexico about America's
first foreign war, which enlarged our borders to
include California, Texas, and New Mexico in the
1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
$57.50 Hardcover HeNt

AGuide to Confession Large and Small
in the Mexican Language, 1634
By Bartolome de Alva
Bartolome de Alva wrote his Guide to Confession in
1634 to help Catholic priests uncover persistent pre
Columbian Aztec religious beliefs and customs. The
Guide offers both a revealing glimpse of the practices
and attitudes of the Hispanic clergy ministering to the
Indians of Central Mexico during the early colonial
period and a window into the Nahua world.
$40.00 Hardcover HeNt

The Conquest of America
The Question of the Other
By Tzvetan Todorov
This book is a fascinating study of cultural confronta
tion in the New World, with implications far beyond
sixteenth-century America. "A profoundly original
work ... rich in lessons and meanings, a work which
restores to history its moral purpose and philosophic
vocation."-History Book Club Review
$14.95 Paper HeNt

<l'zve{an Todorov

reI-IE
CONQIJEST

OF AMERICA

J'l 9'uioe to Coifession
I Large avil Small i~ tfie

I:w(exican J;anguage, 16

I
II.

I By 'Bartofomt de Jl(va
I Ed'itei by ,Barry D. Sef[

andJolin PretlericlC Schwarfer
with Lu Antt Homza
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From Subjects to Citizens
Honor, Gender, and Politics in Arequipa, Peru, 1780-1854

SARAH C. CHAMBERS
A history of the transition from colonial to republican Peru showing that changing meanings of
honor played a central role in politics, resulting in openings for working men but repression for poor
women.
320 pages 4 illustrations $19.95 paper

"Licentious Liberty" in a Brazilian Gold Mining Region
Slavery, Gender, and Social Control in Eighteenth-Century Sabara, Minas Gerais

KATHLEEN J. HIGGINS
A new look at Brazilian slavery and the special role of gender in it for enhancing possibilities of
autonomy.
248 pages 17 illustrations $22.50 paper

Crafting Coalitions for Reform
Business Preferences, Political Institutions, and Neoliberal Reform in Brazil

PETER R. KINGSTONE
The first book in English to study the behavior of Brazilian industrialists both within the economy
and within politics.
312 pages 13 figures $22.50 paper

The President and Congress in Post-Authoritarian Chile
Institutional Constraints to Democratic Consolidation

PETER SIAVELIS
The first comprehensive analysis of how the post-authoritarian presidential system operates in Chile.
304 pages $18.95 paper

Liberalism in the Bedroom
Quarreling Spouses in Nineteenth-Century Lima

CHRISTINE HUNEFELDT
A history of marital conflict that reveals how liberalism in Peru, while providing new economic op
portunities for women, reinforced a moral discourse preventing them from accessing political and
civil rights.
440 pages 30 figures $25.00 paper

I
PENN STATE PRESS
USB 1, Suite C • University Park, PA 16802
Orders: 800-326-9180 • Toll free fax: 877-PSU-BOOK
http://www.psu.edu/psupress
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(1ISWA is ... a primary source fir all scholars devoted to
contemporary western Hemisphere issues. ))-Luigi Manzetti

UThe Journal of Interamerican Studies and
World Affairs is an indispensable toolfor research

and teaching. Each issue is a treasure chest of
thought-provoking analyses and new infOrmation
on the mostpressing economic andpolitical issues

facing the region. '~Eduardo Silva

"The Journal is perhaps the top source for timely,
first-class articles on Latin American politics,

policymaking, and interamerican relations written
by highly respected scholars andpractitioners. "

-Bruce M. Wilson

The Journal oflnteramerican Studies and World Affairs offers thought
ful, perceptive articles on contemporary issues and problems affecting
the interrelationships of countries in the Western Hemisphere. It
focuses on the political, social, and economic situations in Latin

America and the Caribbean, with special emphasis on policy issues.

·..:·:l99?Si.Jb~~,rigtiopRQt.s:
Incl,lVi~al.::.·:·:$45J.Y~dr

.U:S£:$t-ii"t$t$~2Zyeor
'Q~.'~O!J.·::! ••~·2§7Y~a.r
r:tl£·~~::::~~~.t:P~~.:··.~·!:~~.·:·:.ft9~!9Q:fJ
0Uf'1~8U~$i·9riCl-C(lriPda:
aqg$J OIY~Qrf9t$or:t9cemou
o.rS22ly~cirfor airman.

The Journal is distributed for the
School of International Studies
at the University of Miami by

LYNNE RIENNER PUBLISHERS

1800 30TH STREET. SUITE 314

BOULDER. CO 80301
(303) 444-6684
(303) 444-0824

www.rienner.com
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Institutional Adaptation and
Innovation in Rural Mexico

edited by Richard Snyder

Contributors to this volume explore the complex
processes of institutional transformation that
were unleashed in rural Mexico by the govern
ment's massive program of market-oriented
economic reforms in the 1990s.

Perhaps the most important finding that emerges
is that instead of paving the way for the triumph
of free market forces, neoliberal reforms in rural
Mexico triggered the construction of new institu
tions to regulate the market, a finding that casts

the transformations of the past decades in a new light.

The contributors have taken an important first step toward helping us understand
the new kinds of institutions that have replaced those destroyed by neoliberal
reforms.
- $12.00 pbk, 166 pp, ISBN 1-878367-41-2

SUbnational Politics and Democratization in Mexico
edited by Wayne Cornelius, Todd Eisenstadt &Jane Hindley

''This important book should be required reading for
those in Washington and on Wall Street who will be
nervously watching Mexico's presidential elections in
July 2000. The volume's distinguished contributors
examine the growing tension between Mexico's na
tional transition to democracy and the resilience of
authoritarian, antidemocratic pockets linked to the
government party, the PRI."

- Foreign Affairs

Contributors highlight the growing disjuncture between Mexico's accelerated
transition to democracy at the national level and what is occurring at the state and
local levels in many parts of the country.

Drawing on recent field research in ten Mexican states, the authors show how the
increasingly uneven character of democratization in Mexico can be a significant ob
stacle to the completion of the process in an expeditious and low-conflict manner.
- $21.95 pbk, 365 pp, ISBN 1-878367-39-0

published by The Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies
University of California, San Diego

Orders: 858/534-1160, fax 858/534-6447, e-mail usmpubs@weber.ucsd.edu
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Uncivil Movements
The Armed Right Wing and Democracy in Latin America
Leigh A. Payne
Uncivil Movements describes the right-wing opposition groups that have
emerged in anumber of Latin American democracies. These groups oppose
liberal political reforms that legitimate a regime and take armed, often violent,
action to destabilize the democratic governments. Political scientist Leigh
Payne states that these uncivil movements do not necessarily constitute a new
political factor. They blend aspects of acivic institution (e.g., political party or
citizens' organization) with uncivil mobilization politics. They gain power
through political threats, cultural cues, and legitimating myths. Their internal
tensions oftentimes weaken them but not before they have made asignificant
impact upon ademocracy. By studying these "uncivil movements," Payne
suggests ways that new democracies can lessen if not neutralize their influ
ence. Payne focuses on the Carapintada in Argentina, the Rural Democratic
Union in Brazil, and the Contras in Nicaragua. These case studies are based
upon extensive interviews with members of the movements as well as
members of the civilian government itself.

$42.50 hardcover

The DemocraUc InvenUon
edited by Marc F. Plattner and Joao Carlos Espada
Thirteen essays by leading scholars and world leaders reflect upon the
significance of the invention of democracy as asystem of government and the
kind of society-state and international-it produces. The essays are organized
into four parts. "The Democratic Prospect" offers broad-ranging global
assessments of the recent history and the future prospects of democracy.
"Transitions to Democracy" focuses on specific cases of democratic transition
in the United States, Portugal, and Central Europe. "Beyond and Below the
Nation" deals with democracy at different levels in terms of scale. "Religion,
Morality, and Belief" examines perennial issues in these areas that confront all
democratic societies, whether they are newly emerging or long established.
Despite the democracy movement's success over the past 25 years, it faces
new threats from regional ethnic conflict, the inequalities of aglobalized
economy, and aspiritual weariness evident within some of the older demo
cratic societies.

AJournal of Democracy Book

price TBA

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS
1-800-537-5487 . www.press.jhu.edu
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Wayne State University Press
Available at your local bookstore or by calling (800) WSU-READ

4809 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, MI 48201-1309
fax: (313) 577-6131 • http://wsupress.wayne.edu

Wayne State University is an equal opportunity/ affinnative action employer.

Walter Rodney's Intellectual and Political
Thought
Rupert Charles Lewis
An intellectual and political biography of one of the
leading black intellectuals of the 1960s and 1970s.
296 pages· paperback: $19.95

Ideology and Change
The Transformation ofthe Caribbean Left
Perry Mars
An analysis of how Caribbean leftist organizations
have shifted gradually to the right.
248 pages • paperback: $17.95

Without Hatreds or Fears
Jorge Artel and the Struggle for Black
Literary Expression in Colombia
Laurence E. Prescott
"This work is meticulously documented and
eloquently written with passion."-Marvin A. Lewis,
University of Missouri-Columbia
368 pages, 2 illustrations· paperback: $19.95

Photo CreditCOPESA Archives

After Allende
When the Romance Ended
Leaders of the Chilean Left, 1968-1998
Katherine Nite

Through extensive interviews with Allendists, Hite traces

the trajectory of their political identities over the course of

their victory, violent defeat, and gradual return to politics

during Chile's redemocraticization process.

"Representative figures of Chile's political class sit
for a portrait that illuminates much about their

society's conflicted past and its uneasy coexistence
with the present." -Alexander Wilde, representative for

the Andean Region and Southern Cone, Ford Foundation

"Outstanding.... Greatly enhances our understanding of contemporary Chilean
politics." -Felipe Aguero, author of Soldiers, Civilians, and Democracy: Post-Franco

Spain in Comparative Perspective
256 pages • $49.50 cloth • $21.00 paper
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